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Abstract
The role of knowledge management as a strategic intervention in higher education in developing economies has not been studied extensively. Higher education plays a central role in a country's economy through knowledge creation and dissemination to its stakeholders. The main purpose of this article was to examine the role and influence of knowledge management in decision-making and strategy formulation at leading universities in Africa and to establish if knowledge management was adding value and competitiveness to the institutions. A survey across 20 leading African universities was conducted in 2014. A mixed method of quantitative and qualitative approaches was adopted. The results show that knowledge management does have the potential to positively influence institutional strategy formulation, but should ideally be represented at executive level for its potential to be fully realized. More knowledge management practice is needed in the areas of academic teaching and learning, and research. There was a lack of sophisticated and powerful knowledge management Information Systems in most of Africa's leading institutions. Those institutions that utilized KM more strategically, inclusive of specialized KM Information Systems were the higher ranked institutions. This suggests that knowledge management could play a crucial role in a University's success and competitiveness.

INTRODUCTION
The changing nature of universities, driven by the knowledge society, requires that institutions embrace knowledge management (KM) so that they may effectively respond to the need for rapid innovation, driven by globalization spurred on by Information and Communication Technology (ICT). In light of this, it should be noted that as early as 2002, Oosterlinck and Leuven (2002) posited that universities have a major role to play in the modern economy as knowledge had surpassed wealth and labor and had become the dominant driver of economic value. The knowledge economy, driven by information and communication technologies, presents low barriers to entry to new smaller, more agile higher education service providers thus placing further pressure on traditional higher educational institutions to remain relevant. This means that massification, globalization and the changing economic environment are forcing higher education (HE) institutions to rethink their teaching, research and business methods (Cranfield & Taylor, 2008). This suggests an increasingly important role for knowledge management. Numerous studies have affirmed that higher educational institutions can achieve high levels of produc-
tivity, innovation, functionality, quality and competitiveness by using KM (Psarras, 2006; Metaxiotis & Psarras, 2003; Kende, Noszkay, & Seres, 2007; Cranfield & Taylor, 2008; Krajičso, 2009; Laal, 2010; Lubega, Omona, & Van der Weide, 2011).

1. THE RESEARCH PROBLEM, PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

Extant research illustrates the strategic role of KM. The supporting literature shows that an abundance of research exists on KM and its strategic role in higher education in both developed and developing countries. These studies show how KM is being seen and used as a fundamental and strategic entity in HE institutions and is yielding significant benefits such as increased levels of quality, innovation, decision making and productivity. However, there is a lack of evidence whether KM is being used in a similar way in African HE. A comprehensive literature search revealed a dearth of this type of research in an African context. Whether HE institutions in Africa are actually utilizing KM in a strategic way to enhance productivity, efficiency, innovation and competitiveness at their institutions is unknown. Knowledge management is an important resource for advancing the development of Africa into the 21st century (Mchombu, 2007). It is therefore important to ascertain if African HE institutions can attain similar levels of quality, innovation and productivity as compared to HE institutions in developed countries through the strategic use of KM. It is also important to establish if universities in Africa are employing KM as strategic information practices to develop institutional strategy that can drive institutional value.

This paper reports on research to establish whether knowledge management is being used at the leading higher educational institutions in Africa to inform strategy formulation.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Knowledge management

Knowledge management (KM) may be viewed as the effective creation, control, transfer and dissemination of knowledge that is derived from an organization’s intellectual resources and that can be used to:

- generate new capabilities, promote innovation and performance, and improve customer value (Beckman, 1999);
- make strategic decisions and take strategic actions (Kidwell, Linde, & Johnson, 2000);
- better achieve organizational goals (Marshall et al., 2003);
- promote competitive advantage and strategy development (Kebede, 2010);
- facilitate organizational learning (Kebede, 2010).

It is also important to understand that KM is not just about technology and systems that are used to generate knowledge but instead involves three crucial elements (people, processes and technology) to be complete and for its potential to be realized (Petrides & Nodine, 2003). Building on the technology aspect of KM, Knowledge Management Information Systems (KMIS) arise. These are information systems that are designed purely for the intense analytical processing of information and data with the aim of generating key ‘knowledge’ reports from that data (Elbashir, Collier, & Michael, 2008; Azma & Mostafapour, 2012). There are a variety of KMISs. Some of the most widely used KMIS include data mining, data-warehouses, online analytical processing (OLAP), predictive analytics and digital dashboards. Kebede (2010) also argued that Knowledge Management Information Systems can fulfil key organizational purposes of gaining a sustainable competitive advantage, facilitating strategy development and improving organizational learning.

2.2. Knowledge management and higher education

Higher education plays a crucial role in a country’s economy. Higher education is where key
Knowledge is generated through research, which is then disseminated to students who take this knowledge and apply it in practice (professional/workforce) and/or further research. This in turn contributes to a country’s economic and social development (Cranfield & Taylor, 2008; Pircher & Pausits, 2011). A university’s key role in a knowledge driven economy suggests that KM should be a key driver of its institutional strategy. The fluid nature of the knowledge economy places pressure on universities to be agile as emerging players and competing markets for knowledge production emerge. Loh, Tang, Menkhoff, Chay, and Evers (2003) argued that KM plays a key role in assisting universities to address the demands of productivity and competitiveness. It has been shown that HE institutions can attain higher degrees of quality, innovation, functionality and competitiveness by using knowledge management (Psarras, 2006). Yang (2007) asserts that within the higher educational environment, knowledge management has become a substantial part of quality enhancement, leading to cooperative efforts to create and share knowledge. This then improves overall productivity of the institution. By implementing KM practices in higher education, the nature of the institution changes which, in turn, leads to better decision-making, reduced costs and enhanced quality of both academic and administrative services (Kidwell, Linde, & Johnson, 2000; Laal, 2010).

Cranfield and Taylor (2008) showed that the effects of globalization and market forces had a direct influence on the institutions’ ability to uphold their prestige and rank in the United Kingdom. Significantly, they showed that organizational culture played a vital role in the implementation and dissemination of KM at these institutions. Using the Salt Lake Community College (Utah) as a case study, Sahay and Mehta (2010) showed how KM information systems could strategically assist HE institutions in improving student success rates, by addressing the challenge of predicting the academic paths of students. Lubega, Omona, and Van der Weide (2011) took a strategic and theoretical approach to integrating KM technologies with higher education processes and demonstrated that KM improved overall organizational performance and competitiveness. Knowledge management processes provided tangible rewards for key HE stakeholders as it harnessed a large range of enabling technologies and tools. These tools and technologies integrated with KM showed a significant improvement in overall institutional performance in terms of decision-making, teaching and learning, process enhancement and more (Lubega, Omona, & Van der Weide, 2011).

While numerous studies reveal that knowledge management is critical to the development and maintenance of quality education in developed countries, this is also true in developing countries, as shown by Ghaffari, Rafeie, and Ashtiani (2012) in an Iranian Higher Education context, where they emphasized the role of knowledge management in strategy development. In addition, the use of KM in problem solving and strategic decision making towards improved organizational performance was highlighted by Shams, Rad and Hooshmand (2009) in a Tehran HE context. Their study was based on two dimensions, the first of which being the role of KM practices in problem-solving process and the second being the type of problem they addressed. The literature reveals that KM does play a strategic role in higher education and has a strong influence on institutional strategy. This in turn boosts institutional productivity, performance, quality and competitiveness. Furthermore, KM have also been shown to improve academic processes, operations and services at the institutions, which positively affects factors such as graduation rates. In this research, the role of KM as a driver of African higher educational institutional strategy formulation is investigated.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1. Respondents

The population for this study comprised the top 10 ranked universities from South Africa together with the 10 highest ranked universities from Africa, outside of South Africa. This strategy prevented the vast majority of universities from being selected from South Africa. The rankings were obtained from two academic ranking websites for South Africa and greater Africa. The academic ranking for greater Africa were obtained from the academic ranking website, ‘Africa.com – Top 10 universities in Africa’ (Top 10 Universities in Greater Africa, 2013) and the academic ranking
for South Africa came from ‘Africa.com – Top 10 universities in South Africa’ (Top 10 Universities in South Africa, 2013). This was further correlated with other ranking websites, such as ‘Top 10 universities in Africa 2013’ (Top 100 Universities in Africa, 2013) and Times Higher Education (2013a, 2013b) ranking for added reliability and validity. Fifteen universities participated in this research.

Table 1. List of universities in South Africa and greater Africa chosen for the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The universities from South Africa (based on academic ranking)</th>
<th>The universities from greater Africa (based on academic ranking)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Cape Town</td>
<td>Cairo University (Egypt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Stellenbosch</td>
<td>The American University in Cairo (Egypt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pretoria</td>
<td>Makerere University (Uganda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of the Witwatersrand</td>
<td>University of Nairobi (Kenya)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of KwaZulu-Natal</td>
<td>University of Dar es Salaam (Tanzania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of South Africa</td>
<td>University of Botswana (Botswana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of the Western Cape</td>
<td>University of Ghana (Ghana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes University</td>
<td>University of Lagos (Nigeria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Johannesburg</td>
<td>Polytechnic of Namibia (Namibia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Peninsula University of Technology</td>
<td>Addis Ababa University (Tanzania)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information Technology and Chief Information directorates from the selected universities were targeted as respondents. This allowed knowledge management to be viewed from both a technical perspective, which focused on the actual Knowledge Management Information Systems and from a strategic perspective, which focused on how knowledge derived from KMIS is being used to develop strategy.

3.2. Data collection

Both qualitative and quantitative data was collected for this research. A questionnaire was emailed to all respondents. Interviews with key personnel were conducted to support and enhance the quality of the results obtained from the questionnaire. This also added more depth to the data that was being collected as the interviews focused on underlying issues related to KM.

3.3. Analysis of results

The quantitative data was analyzed using SPSS 21, whilst the qualitative data was analyzed using Nvivo.

Quantitative analysis, shown in the paper, included frequency and correlation analysis. An overall Cronbach’s Alpha reliability score of 0.7 was obtained. For the qualitative analysis, thematic analysis was done through the use of word clouds, cluster analysis and tree mapping. This resulted in the formulation of key themes and subthemes relating to KM.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Reporting structure

The level at which the KM manager reports at is an indicator of the value that the institution places on these structures. Twenty per cent of the respondents reported directly to the Vice Chancellor. One respondent reported to the Chancellor. The majority of the respondents reported to Deputy Vice Chancellors (DVCs) in various divisions. This included,

- DVC (Research);
- DVC (Teaching and Learning);
- DVC (Knowledge and Information Management);
- DVC (Finance and Administration);
- DVC (Administration).

This indicates that knowledge management in itself is not at the Executive level at the institutions. It is important to note that some of these executive members are experts in different disciplines and not Knowledge Management. This could mean that the true potential and strategic value of KM may not necessarily be realized by these executive members, especially when it comes to presenting KM at the Executive level. Only one institu-
tion had a DVC of Knowledge and Information Management.

4.2. Scanning of the higher education environment and collection of relevant data

Only twenty per cent of the respondents scanned the Higher Education environment on a daily basis, 13.3% on a weekly basis and 13.3% on a monthly basis to collect information for strategic use. This entailed collecting information for:

- improving research and pedagogical practices;
- improving technological practices/operational processes;
- redefining institutional strategy;
- monitoring and keeping abreast of other university’s standards and practices.

One leading institution did not scan the HE environment at all for collecting strategic information.

Figure 1 is a summary of the scoring patterns for the variables that constituted how data/information that was collected was being used by the respondents’ division/department.

Even though majority of the institutions agreed that data/information that was collected (through scanning of environment) was used towards the above-listed purposes, very few of these leading institutions ‘strongly agreed’. Thus respondents may not be entirely certain if data/information that is being collected/gathered through scanning of the HE environment is actually being used strategically.

There was also a positive correlation (0.530, p < 0.05) between how often the department/division scanned the HE environment to collect data and the use of that data for student enrollment and performance analysis. The Global Higher Education environment is continuously changing and if African universities are to remain competitive on a global scale, it is imperative that they scan the HE environment regularly and collect the most updated information, which can lead to improved decision-making regarding current processes, operations and strategies. This is supported by the findings of Jiménez-Jiménez and Cegarra-Navarro (2006).

4.3. Knowledge management

All of the respondents agreed that KM does add value to their divisions/departments.

Table 2. Does KM add value to the division/department?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Valid percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 represents the regularity of KM presentations to university authorities. More than a
quarter of the respondents (26.7%) from these 15 leading universities did not make any institutional KM presentations to the university authorities. Of those that did, reports were presented most often either monthly (20.0%) or quarterly (20.0%), while only one of the universities presented on a weekly basis. Thus, 73.3% of leading universities were not making institutional KM presentations regularly, if at all.

It was also shown that there is a positive correlation between the frequency of institutional KM presentations and the provision of reliable knowledge reporting to executive management (0.675, p < 0.01). Knowledge management needs to be made more visible institution wide (Laal, 2010; Omona, Van der Weide & Lubega, 2010) so that its value can be realized at the university executive level thus facilitating better decision-making. This can be done through more KM presentations across the institution (institution-wide). Hence the argument raised is that the more institutional-wide KM presentations are made, the more likely the executive management and authorities of the institution will acknowledge the potential of KM. This in turn will lead to executive management drawing on knowledge derived from KM reports to inform decisions at executive level. Decisions taken at Executive level are often decisions that pertain to institutional strategy. This then places KM as the driver of improved decision-making and institutional strategy development that can enhance an organization in terms of performance, productivity and overall institutional strategy (Metaxiotis & Psarras, 2003; Chen, Huang & Cheng, 2009; Laal, 2010; Lubega, Omona & Van der Weide, 2011; Pircher & Pausits, 2011).

An indication of how KM was being used in a strategic context is shown in Figure 3. Respondents were asked to select the categories where KM was most used at their institutions. The scores marked with an asterisk (*) reflected areas in the 15 leading African universities where KM was not being used effectively. These were key areas in a university setting and yet showed minimal knowledge management practices. Furthermore, the overall average of all scores reflected 52% of strategic use of KM across the sample. This does not reflect a strong and strategic use but leans more towards a mediocre KM practice.

Table 3 shows that the most frequently used KMIS, marked with an asterisk (*), were Organizational databases (86.7%) and Data warehouses (58.3%). Digital Dashboards, Online Analytical Programming (OLAP), Predictive Systems and Institutional Intelligence systems seem to be very infrequently used. These types of KMIS were highly prevalent in developed countries (Delavari, Phon-Amnuaisuk & Beikzadeh, 2008; Sahay & Mehta, 2010; Sharman, 2010; Goyal & Vohra, 2012; King, 2013). Leading universities in Africa seem to be deficient in these types of systems.

Figure 4 indicates what the knowledge gathered from the various KMIS (Table 4) are being used for.

There was complete agreement with all of the statements with majority leaning on ‘Strongly agree’. However, when it came to using knowledge gathered from KMIS to ‘monitor and improve academic and research methods, standards and output’, there was a mixed reaction. There was a 28.6% level of disagreement and a ‘don’t know’ of 7.1%. In addition, only 28.6% strongly agreed. This further indicates that leading African universities are not using KM systems to enhance their core functions.
Figure 5 shows that unlike universities in developed countries, African universities do not use KMIS as a strategic facilitator and technology enabler of research.

Table 5 shows that, overall, respondents are of the opinion that KM practice (including KMIS) has been beneficial to their institutions. There was overall high levels of agreement that KM practice (including KMIS) has led to the institutions becoming more competitive and had promoted continuous learning at their institutions. However, most respondents do not seem to be strongly convinced in this belief. This is due to the following:

- only 13.3% strongly agreed that KM practice (including KMIS) had improved overall efficiency, while 6.7% disagreed. Further 6.7% did not know;
- only 6.7% strongly agreed KM practice (including KMIS) had enhanced academic research activity and a substantial 26.7% did not know;

Figure 3. Strategic use of knowledge management at the respondents’ institutions

Table 3. Types of Knowledge Management Information Systems used and frequency of use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Knowledge Management Information Systems</th>
<th>Least frequent</th>
<th>Seldom</th>
<th>Occasionally</th>
<th>Frequent</th>
<th>Very frequent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Databases</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86.7 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Mining Systems</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Warehouses</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>58.3 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Dashboards</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLAP</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive Systems</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Intelligence Systems</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4. Strategic use of knowledge management

Table 4. Knowledge management practice and KMIS improves efficiency, competitiveness and continuous learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Do not know</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved overall efficiency</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced academic research activity</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Led to your institution becoming more competitive</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided a means of continuous learning</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Provision of Knowledge Management Systems to facilitate academic research
• there was an overall 93.3% agreement, however, only 13.3% strongly agreed that KM practice (including KMIS) had made their institution more competitive, while 6.7% disagreed.

Results revealed a strong positive correlation between the importance given to KMIS and the use of these systems to improve academic and research methods, standards and outputs (0.694, p < 0.01). Studies by Loh et al. (2003), Chandarasupsang, Harpornchai, Chakpitak, and Dahal (2006), Delavari, Phon-Ammuaisuk, and Beikzadeh (2008), Sahay and Mehta (2010) and Ghaffari, Rafeie, and Ashtiani (2012) found that when KM Information Systems are integrated into academia and research, it leads to significant benefits such as an improvement in quality, productivity, efficiency, interactivity, collaboration and flexibility. This inevitably lead to holistic enhancement of academic and research standards and outputs. Academic and research standards and outputs are the most critical aspects of any university, which in turn leads to the generation and dissemination of knowledge (Oosterlinck & Leuven, 2002; Metaxiotis & Psarras, 2003).

In addition, there is a strong correlation between the use of KM to identify new methods/ways of operating and the use of KMIS to promote continuous learning at the institutions (0.631, p < 0.05). This allows the institutions to ‘learn’ to identify new and innovative ways of their improving through KM. This is also supported by findings of Tippins and Sohi (2003), Garcia-Morales, Llorens-Montes, and Verdu-Jover (2007), Phang, Kankanhalli, and Ang (2008), and Hung, Lien, Yang, Wud, and Kuo (2011) who found that organization learning through KM fostered innovation and newer methods of processes and operations. Lastly, it is shown that the provision of KMIS to facilitate academic research is correlated to the improvement of academic research activity (0.555, p < 0.05), which is supported by Loh et al. (2003), Metaxiotis and Psarras (2003) and Chandarasupsang et al. (2006) and Mamta (2012).

4.4. Findings from qualitative research

The qualitative arm of the study took the form of open ended interviews to enhance the quality of the results obtained from the questionnaire (quantitative). The interviews were done via telephone and skype and data from the interviews was recorded, transcribed and analyzed qualitatively.

These interviewed universities are listed in the form of numbers and location.

**Table 5. University respondents by number and location**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University 1</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 2</td>
<td>North Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 3</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 4</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 5</td>
<td>North Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 6</td>
<td>North Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 7</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 8</td>
<td>North Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 9</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 10</td>
<td>North Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 11</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: University 1 is regarded as the most leading university in Africa. University 2 is regarded as the most leading in North Africa. University 3 is regarded as the second most leading in South Africa and Africa. University 9 is the largest distance-learning university in Africa.*

The aspect of ‘influence’ was a key theme generated from the qualitative data. Five of the leading African institutions agreed that KM had a positive influence of institutional strategy. This can be broken down into KM being a positive influence because it:

• adds value (University 3);
• drives policy development (University 9);
• enhances performance (University 9);
• promotes transformational strategy in relation to centralized access to knowledge resources (University 1);
• drives strategic plans (University 6);
• brings about positive outcomes (University 5).

Another relevant theme generated was the ‘Motivation for the use of Knowledge Management’. The motivation factors included:

• strategy development, implementation, and evaluation (Universities 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 and 11);
achieving targets and meeting goals (Universities 1, 3, 7 and 11);

• supporting university processes (Universities 1 and 3);

• improving service (Universities 1, 3, 6 and 7);

• informed and improved decision-making (Universities 1, 4, 5, 8 and 9);

• international benchmarking (Universities 1, 3, 4 and 9);

• increasing competitiveness (Universities 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10);

• increasing transparency and accountability (Universities 3, 6 and 9);

• monitoring and evaluation (University 1);

• reducing institutional costs (Universities 1, 4, 5 and 9);

• understanding institutional trends (Universities 1 and 3);

• improvement academic standards and research strategies (Universities 1 and 3).

Holistically, all of the above processes constitute ‘institutional strategy development’. In aggregate, as one may see, KM is being used towards strategy development by many of these leading universities in Africa. This is hence a conclusive finding that KM can be seen as an effective enabler of strategy development, implementation and evaluation. It is noteworthy that Universities 1, 3 and 9 seem to be making the most strategic use of KM to inform strategy development, and these two universities are often regarded as top 2 academic leaders in Higher Education in Africa whilst University 9 being the largest. In addition, Universities 1 and 3 seem to be the only universities that utilize KM in Academic and Research Strategies. This seems to be raising their international Academic and Research profile. Furthermore, the qualitative results show that there is a lack of specialized and sophisticated KMIS used in the leading African HE institutions. These systems include digital dashboards, performance scorecards, data-mining, OLAP and predictive systems, which are mainly used at HE institutions in developed countries. These types of systems were used by only a few of the leading universities in Africa.

• dashboards (Universities 1, 3, 9);

• scorecards (University 9);

• predictive analytics (Universities 1, 2, 3, 7, 9).

This correlates with the argument mentioned above about Universities 1 and 3 being academic leaders in African Higher Education and 9 being leaders in size.

Holistically, the results indicate knowledge management does influence institutional strategy and plays an important role in providing knowledge on demand for strategic decision-making and strategy formulation. Those institutions that utilize KM more strategically in relation to strategy formulation as well as utilize more specialized KMIS seem to be the higher ranked institutions suggesting that KM may play a crucial role in a University’s success.

CONCLUSION

This research explored the role of knowledge management in African higher educational institutions as a means of informing strategy development through better decision-making. The research found that Knowledge management does have the potential to positively influence institutional strategy formulation. It has been shown that knowledge management is primarily used in strategy formulation at operational and support areas of the institutions as opposed to academia and research. There was also a lack of sophisticated and powerful Knowledge Management Information Systems in most of Africa’s leading institutions. Additionally, knowledge management portfolios were not formally represented at the highest executive level of the institution, where it ideally should be. While the leading Universities in Africa
are key players in the knowledge environment, these higher educational institutions themselves should become learning organizations facilitated by strong knowledge management practices. Results indicate that those institutions that utilized knowledge management more strategically inclusive of specialized Knowledge Management Information Systems were the higher ranked institutions. This suggests that knowledge management could play a crucial role in a University’s success and competitiveness.
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